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Recent evidence suggests that the inability to respond in a context appropriate manner earlier in
bereavement is predictive of a protracted grief course with poorer adjustment following the loss (Coifman
& Bonanno, 2010). However, little is known about the emotional behavior of adults later in bereavement
and whether emotional responding becomes dsyregulated across other channels. An impressive body of
evidence in the schizophrenia literature demonstrates a marked disconnection between observable
displays of emotion and experienced affect within individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia (e.g., Kring
& Moran, 2008). On the basis of this influential work, we examined the emotional responses of a sample
of bereaved adults who lost a spouse 1.5–3 years previously. One bereaved group had complicated grief
(CG) and the other was relatively asymptomatic. We used an idiographic task where participants
discussed their relationships with their spouse and current attachment figure in contexts of conflict and
intimacy. We measured emotional responses across 3 channels: self-reported affect, facial expressions,
and emotional word use. Individuals within the CG group were less facially expressive across contexts
than the asymptomatic group but in some contexts reported experiencing greater affect and used more
negative emotion words. These findings suggest that complicated grief in later bereavement is charac-
terized by a disassociation between emotional responding across channels, with context insensitive
responding, restricted to facial displays of emotion.
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The death of a spouse is an emotionally complex experience that
can evoke distress and intense sadness. Although bereavement is a
highly stressful event that most of us will encounter in our lifetime
(Stroebe, Hansson, Stroebe, & Schut, 2001), there are marked
individual differences in the intensity and duration of grief reac-
tions (Bonanno, 2004; Bonanno & Kaltman, 2001). Although most
bereaved persons are resilient, experiencing minimal disruptions in
functioning a notable subset, approximately 10% to 15% of be-
reaved individuals, continue to experience considerable distress for
several years or longer following the loss (Bonanno et al., 2002).
Recently, this pattern has come to be known as complicated grief
(CG) (Bonanno, Neria, et al., 2007; Horowitz et al., 1997; Lich-
tenthal, Cruess & Prigerson, 2004; Prigerson et al., 2009).

Owing to the considerable public health cost of CG (GRIEF,
2003; Prigerson et al., 2009), researchers have sought to under-
stand the factors that might predict individual differences in grief
course. One of the more promising areas of research has pertained
to the flexible regulation of emotion across contexts (Bonanno &
Burton, 2013). Research studies have shown for example that
emotional responses that are insensitive to context early in be-

reavement predict a more protracted grief course (Coifman &
Bonanno, 2010; Coifman, Bonanno, & Rafaeli, 2007).

However, scant empirical research has been devoted to the study
of the emotional behavior of bereaved individuals later in bereave-
ment, after CG has clearly developed, and whether emotional
context insensitivity is best understood as a factor in the develop-
ment of CG, an ongoing feature that characterizes the disorder, or
a propensity that worsens or becomes more pronounced over time.
Moreover, little is currently known about how emotion manifests
in different response channels during bereavement, or whether the
relation of context insensitivity to CG might vary by channel of
emotional responding. Advances in these areas would hold impor-
tant implications for intervention. To investigate these questions,
in the current study we examined context sensitive emotion across
three channels of responding in bereaved individuals who had lost
a spouse 1.5 to 3 years previously. The bereaved sample was
selected from a larger pool of bereaved subjects to create two
demographically similar groups, one with CG and one that was
relatively asymptomatic.

Emotion and Bereavement

For decades the dominant clinical perspective in the bereave-
ment literature highlighted the importance of “grief work” where
healthy adaptation following the loss was posited to involve a
sustained period of working through the cognitive and emotional
meanings of the loss. Failure to successfully complete this work
was assumed to result in pathological grief reactions (for reviews
see Bonanno, 2009; Wortman & Silver, 1989). As research on
bereavement accelerated, challenges to the presumed importance
of grief work appeared on both conceptual (e.g., Wortman &
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Silver, 1989) and empirical (e.g., Bonanno et al., 1995; Stroebe &
Stroebe, 1991) grounds. Initial research on emotion and bereave-
ment showed, for example, that the prevalence of negative emotion
early in bereavement not only did not appear to foster adjustment
but actually predicted a more protracted grief course, while ex-
pressions of positive emotion, previously assumed to indicate
denial of grief work, were associated with a more expedient
recovery (Bonanno & Keltner, 1997; Keltner & Bonanno, 1997).

In an attempt to integrate these and other findings, Stroebe and
Schut (1999) proposed an influential dual-process model of be-
reavement that emphasized oscillatory patterns of focusing on and
beyond bereavement related emotion. Consistent with this perspec-
tive, more recent bereavement research has provided compelling
evidence both for the adaptive value of positive emotion (e.g., Ong
et al., 2011) and for the oscillatory nature of positive and negative
emotional responses, with more extreme reactions associated with
protracted grief outcomes (Bisconti, Bergeman, & Boker, 2004;
Coifman et al., 2007). One important implication of this evidence
is that normal recovery from bereavement requires an ability to
modulate emotion across different contexts whereas bereaved peo-
ple with CG may suffer from an inability to modulate or insensi-
tivity to contextual factors (Bonanno & Burton, 2013; Coifman &
Bonanno, 2009).

Context Insensitivity and Psychopathology

A widely accepted view of emotions is that they are context
bound and most likely to promote adaptation when they are en-
acted in the situational contexts for which they are presumed to
have evolved (Coifman & Bonanno, 2009; Keltner & Haidt, 1999;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1990). For example, the expression of sadness
in bereavement can elicit sympathy and foster support from others
to help the bereaved deal with the loss. However, expressions of
sadness or, for that matter, positive emotion in inappropriate
contexts (e.g., laughing when a friend is upset) can disrupt social
bonds. This inability to respond in a context sensitive manner has
been viewed as a form of emotion dysregulation (Cole, Michel, &
Teti, 1994) that in extreme forms is linked to the etiology of
pathology (Davidson, 2000; Kring, 2008).

Contemporary emotion researchers have increasingly empha-
sized the critical role of context in emotional responding (Aldao,
2013; Bonanno & Burton, 2013). A bulk of this research emanated
in the depression literature (Rottenberg & Gotlib, 2004; Rotten-
berg & Vaughan, 2008) and findings that depressed individuals
were less able to modulate emotion behaviors across contexts. In
other words, depressed individuals exhibited constricted expres-
sive emotional behavior across both positive and negative emo-
tional contexts (Gehricke & Shapiro, 2000; Gehricke & Shapiro,
2001; Reed, Sayette, & Cohn, 2007; Rottenberg, Kasch, Gross, &
Gotlib, 2002). The inability to respond across situational contexts
is suggested to have deleterious effects on interpersonal processes,
leading to impairments in social relationships (Rottenberg &
Vaughan, 2008).

As the maintenance of social bonds and support is key in
recovery from grief, the construct of emotion context insensitivity
has recently been applied to bereavement to help elucidate how
emotion dsyregulation may lead to the development of CG. Using
a longitudinal design, Coifman and Bonanno (2010) examined
emotional responses in recently bereaved individuals as they spoke

about their loss, as well as recent positive and negative life events
unrelated to the loss. Bereaved individuals who were initially
depressed but still able to modulate their emotional responses in a
manner sensitive to context had improved adjustment at 18 months
postloss whereas depressed bereaved who did not modulate across
contexts were still depressed at 18 months.

Although this research suggests context insensitive emotion
behavior may be a precursor to bereavement related pathology,
little is currently known about whether or how this phenomenon
might change across the course of bereavement. It is possible, for
example, that context sensitive responding may be crucial only in
the early months of bereavement, as a regulatory phenomenon
people use to cope with the early stress of loss. However, there is
some research to suggest that flexible emotion responding may
have a trait like quality (Westphal, Seivert, & Bonanno, 2010). If
context sensitivity persists, then an important question becomes
whether it continues to characterize bereavement-related pathol-
ogy or perhaps becomes even more pronounced at later points in
bereavement. By the same token, relatively little is known about
context sensitive or insensitive responding during bereavement
across different channels of emotion, or whether deficits in one
channel of responding are apparent in other channels of respond-
ing.

Divergence Across Channels of Emotional Responding

Emotions manifest in multiple response channels, most promi-
nently as affective experience, facial expression and physiological
responses that serve a number of intra- and interpersonal functions
(Mauss, Levenson, McCarter, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2005). Diver-
gence in emotional responding across channels has been impli-
cated in emotional disturbances that can negatively affect relation-
ships and social interactions (Berenbaum et al., 2003; Kring, 2010;
Walker, Skowronski, Gibbons, Vogl & Thompson, 2003). A good
deal of evidence indicates, for example, that depressed individuals
display reduced facial expressions of emotion compared with
nondepressed individuals while self-reporting similar affective ex-
periences (Gehricke & Shapiro, 2000; Gehricke & Shapiro, 2001;
Sloan, Strauss, Quirk, & Sajatovic, 1997). Relatedly, a number of
influential studies in schizophrenia research have indicated that,
contrary to earlier beliefs, individuals with schizophrenia display
reduced (Gaebel & Wolwer, 2004; Kring & Moran, 2008) rather
than flattened expression of emotion. In one study, for example,
patients with schizophrenia were shown both positive and negative
film stimuli and asked to report their emotional experience. Com-
pared with healthy controls, patients with schizophrenia were less
expressive yet reported experiencing as much, if not more, affect
than the controls (Kring, Kerr, Smith, & Neale, 1993).

Over the past two decades, these findings have been consistently
replicated (Berenbaum & Oltmanns, 1992; Gaebel & Wolwer,
2004; Kring & Neale, 1996) with evidence indicating that within
this disorder, there is in fact an emotional “disconnect” between
the outward display and affective experience of emotion (for a
review see Kring, 2010). Other research provides evidence for a
comparable disconnection between the expression of emotion and
affective experience in eating disorders (Davies, Schmidt, Stahl, &
Tchanturia, 2011) and personality disorders (Renneberg, Heyn,
Gebhard, & Bachmann, 2005). Suggestive evidence for disconti-
nuities across emotion channels has also been found using verbal
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narrative data (Capps & Bonanno, 2000; Gruber & Kring, 2008).
In depression, the intensity of the sad memories discussed in a
narrative task predicted increased depressive symptoms at a 1-year
follow-up (Rottenberg et al., 2005) while in the context of be-
reavement, individuals who recounted narratives that displayed
greater overall negative content had a more prolonged grief course
at later assessments (Capps & Bonanno, 2000).

The Current Investigation

Extending these findings, in the current study we considered
whether bereavement-related psychopathology might be associated
with divergent patterns of responding across distinctive emotional
channels. Considerable research has investigated emotional respond-
ing early in bereavement (Bisconti, Bergeman, & Boker, 2004; Capps
& Bonanno, 2000; Keltner & Bonanno, 1997; Stroebe, Stroebe,
Schut, Zech, & van den Bout, 2002,). However, to our knowledge no
previous studies have examined multiple channels of emotional be-
havior later in bereavement once bereavement-related pathology had
fully developed. Accordingly, we examined emotional responding
among two groups: bereaved who had lost their spouse between 1.5
and 3 years earlier and who met diagnostic criteria for CG and a
comparable group of bereaved individuals who had lost their spouse
during the same period but who were relatively asymptomatic. We
examined four contexts in a 2 � 2 matrix using an idiographic
laboratory interview where participants discussed moments of conflict
and intimacy with their spouse and with another current (i.e., living)
attachment person. To assess how context effects may have mani-
fested, we examined three channels of emotional responding, self-
reported affective experience, facial expressions of happiness, sad-
ness, anger, and verbal emotional word use.

Using these data, we predicted that overall bereaved participants
with CG would evidence relatively less ability to modulate their
facial displays of emotion across contexts compared with the
asymptomatic bereaved group. Additionally, extrapolating from
research on depression and schizophrenia, we anticipated diver-
gent effects across channels of emotional responding. Specifically,
we predicted that CG participants would display relatively less
emotion in facial expressions across contexts, while reporting
greater affective experience or using more negative emotion words
in their verbal narratives than asymptomatic bereaved participants.
We also examined whether the CG participants might show greater
sensitivity to context in these channels. Although we did not make
specific predictions, given that one of the diagnostic criteria for
CG is intense emotional reactivity to memories of the deceased, we
explored whether self-reported affect and emotion word use might
be increased in contexts when CG participants discussed the de-
ceased spouse. Additionally, given that a cardinal feature of CG is
a pervasive yearning for the deceased spouse, we explored whether
the CG group would use higher frequencies of past verbs com-
pared to the asymptomatic group across tasks.

In secondary analyses, we considered the prevalence of comor-
bidity between complicated grief and major depressive disorder
(MDD), and explored whether our findings were specific to the
diagnosis of complicated grief. Finally to examine whether indi-
vidual differences in the quality of the conjugal relationship may
have informed these results, we included measures of dyadic
adjustment and attachment quality in these analyses.

Method

Participants and Procedure

We recruited bereaved participants between the ages of 25 and
65 from the New York City area. Conjugally bereaved persons
were contacted via letters mailed based on public death notices.
Letters informed potential participants about the details of the
study and instructed them to contact the researchers to obtain
additional information or participate. The study was also publi-
cized through bereavement support group, fliers, and Internet
advertisements. Inclusion criteria from these sources requested that
potential participants use English as their primary language, and
had been married to or living with their partner for at least 3 years.
The death of spouse must have occurred within 1.5 to 3 years for
study inclusion. It was requested that those interested in partici-
pating contact the researchers via phone or e-mail for additional
study information and to determine eligibility. Participants with
evidence of Axis I psychopathology or a history of substance
abuse prior to the death for bereaved participants were excluded.

Sixty participants were enrolled in the study. The sample was
predominantly female (62.1%) mean age was 50.62 (SD � 8.06)
and the mean length of marriage was 19.53 years (SD � 12.27).
Participants in this sample self-identified as White (63.3%), Afri-
can American (21.7%), Hispanic (8.3%), and Asian American,
(5.0%). Most participants (36.7%) attended some college, 26.7%
achieved a bachelor’s degree, and 25.0% obtained a master’s or
professional degree.

Participants completed written informed consent procedures and
a number of standardized self-report questionnaires by mail before
taking part in the study. Two, 2-hr experimental sessions consist-
ing of interviews and computerized tasks were scheduled within 2
weeks of each other. Participants were paid $200 for their partic-
ipation. During the first session, participants completed a struc-
tured clinical interview, semistructured narrative interview regard-
ing loss and nonloss related events and two experimental computer
tasks. In the second session prior to completing additional exper-
imental computer tasks, participants completed a semistructured
interview about memories of specific events with their spouse and
a current attachment figure. Here we report on the semistructured
narrative interview from the second session.

Questionnaire Measures

Dyadic adjustment. We measured the quality of the conjugal
relationship using the four-item Dyadic Adjustment Scale-4 (DAS-
4). The DAS-4 assesses relationship satisfaction and is a brief
version of the 32-item dyadic adjustment scale. In comparison with
the full version, the DAS-4 has been shown to be as effective at
predicting couple satisfaction and is significantly less contami-
nated by socially desirable responding (Sabourin, Valois, & Lus-
sier, 2005). Respondents were asked to indicate using a 5-point
scale ranging from 1 (all the time) to 5 (never) their agreement on
four statements about their relationship with their spouse. Higher
scores on the DAS reflect greater couple satisfaction.

Attachment style. To assess attachment style, we used the
Experiences in Close Relationships–Revised Scale (ECR-R; Fra-
ley, Waller, & Brennan, 2000). The ECR-R is a self-rating 36-item
questionnaire measuring individual differences in attachment re-
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lated anxiety and attachment related avoidance. Participants are
asked to rate their agreement using a 7-point Likert scale the extent
to which they agree or disagree with each statement. Consistent
with established procedures (e.g., Bonanno & Mancini, 2012;
Fraley et al., 2000), subscales of anxiety and avoidance were
created. The two scales were moderately correlated (r � .34). The
ECR-R questionnaire was developed based on criteria of item
response theory and has demonstrated satisfactory internal consis-
tency and validity (Sibley, Fischer, & Liu, 2005).

Structured Clinical Interview

Trained interviewers administered a structured clinical inter-
view in the first experimental session. Bereaved participants were
assessed for current symptoms (i.e., within the past 30 days)
associated with complicated grief (Bonanno et al., 2007; Horowitz
et al., 1997; Prigerson et al., 2009): strong yearning for the de-
ceased; intense distress over symbolic reminders of the loss; pre-
occupation with thoughts about the loss; recurrent and intrusive
recollections of the death event; recurrent regrets or self-blame
about behavior toward the deceased; difficulty accepting the final-
ity of the loss; marked loneliness; pervasive sense that life is
meaningless; unusual difficulty developing new relationships; ef-
forts to avoid thoughts, feelings, or conversations associated with
the loss; efforts to avoid activities, places, or people that arouse
recollections of the loss (11 items, � � .82). Interviewers received
extensive training in administration procedures but were blind to
the goals and hypotheses of the current study. For computation of
interrater reliability, all interviews were videotaped, and each
interviewer coded a randomly selected set of five additional inter-
views. Interviewers achieved adequate interrater reliability for the
symptom items (average K � .91). Based on these data, we
categorized bereaved participants with five or more CG symptoms
(n � 29) in a CG group (M � 7.24, SD � 1.74) and bereaved
participants with relatively few grief symptoms (n � 31; M �
1.22, SD � 1.08) into an asymptomatic bereaved group. The two
groups were similar demographically to the nonbereaved group. A
MANOVA to assess group effects for demographic characteristics
(age, gender, level of education, length of marriage, and race)
found no significant differences between the two groups (CG,
asymptomatic).

Idiographic Interview Task

Participants returned to the laboratory approximately 2 weeks
following the first visit for the idiographic interview task. The
interviewer read a script informing the participants that they would
be asked to speak about specific experiences they had with their
spouse and with others. Participants were informed that there
would be a specified period of time to respond to each question
and that the interviewer would listen carefully, and interrupt only
to ask clarifying questions or notify them that they could stop
responding. Participants were informed that there were no correct
answers and that we were interested in what their particular expe-
riences might be like. Participants were asked to recall and recount
in a fixed order, specific events in which there was: conflict with
their deceased spouse; intimacy with their deceased spouse; con-
flict with other current attachment, and intimacy with other current
attachment. For each interview segment participants were in-

structed to reflect and then describe the event and how they reacted
to it at the time of its occurrence. When they indicated they were
ready, the interviewer instructed them to begin. The interviewer
halted participant’s recounting of the event after 3 min.

Self-Reports of Emotion

After each interview topic, participants were asked to rate using
a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5
(extremely) the extent to which they felt a number of emotions
using the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Telle-
gen, Watson, & Clarke, 1988). The PANAS is composed of two
scales, 10 items for positive emotion (interested, excited, strong,
enthusiastic, proud, alert, inspired, determined, attentive, active)
and 10 items for negative emotion (distressed, upset, guilty,
scared, hostile, irritable, ashamed, nervous, jittery, afraid) de-
signed to assess subjective emotional experience along two factors,
positive activation and negative activation. Self-reports were then
aggregated as an approximate measure of positive and negative
emotion for each interview topic. To encourage honesty in re-
sponding, participants were asked to place the rating forms face
down on an adjacent table and were informed that the interviewer
would not view their responses. Seven participants misunderstood
or failed to complete the response form, leaving complete self-
report data for 53 participants.

Facial Coding

Videotaped recordings of participant’s behavior during the con-
flict and intimacy interview were coded for both negative (sadness,
anger) and positive (Duchenne smiles) facial displays using the
Facial Action Coding system (FACS, Ekman et al., 2002), an
observer based system of facial expression measurement. The
reliability and validity of the FACS have been demonstrated in
prior investigations (Jakobs, Manstead, & Fischer, 2001; Reed,
Sayette, & Cohn, 2007; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007). All coders had
successfully completed a FACS training examination attaining an
agreement ratio of at least .70 and had been certified in the FACS
procedures (Ekman et al., 2002). Comprehensive coding, where
every action unit (AU) present within the video-taped segment is
coded allowing for a more in depth, fine grained analysis of facial
behavior (Cohn, Ambadar, & Ekman, 2005) was completed by two
graduate students and the author (ED). The tapes were coded
without sound and coders were blind to condition (conflict/inti-
macy, spouse/other), participant’s grief symptoms, bereavement
status, and self-reports of emotion. The FACS criteria were used to
code facial expressions of sadness, anger, and happiness (Duch-
enne smiles) on three dimensions: frequency, intensity, and dura-
tion. Frequency was a simple count of each observable AU per
minute and coders scored the intensity of each muscle movement
on a 6-point scale, from 0 � absent, 1 � trace, 3 � moderate
intensity, 5 � maximum intensity based on criterion defined for
AUs in Ekman, Friesen, & Hager (2002). Expression duration was
measured in tenths of seconds (see Table 1).

On the basis of previous research (Messinger et al., 2001) in
order to establish agreement on the beginning of facial actions, we
implemented a 2-s time window within which each coder had to
code the onset of a facial movement for the AUs to be counted as
an agreement. To increase reliability and to provide a single index
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for data analyses, the frequency, intensity, and duration for each
facial expression were converted to standardized z scores and then
summed for each participant into a single magnitude score (Bo-
nanno & Keltner, 1997). Summary magnitude scores are presented
in Table 2. Following previous studies (e.g., Gruber et al., 2008;
Messinger et al., 2001), we evaluated intercoder reliability by
having all coders independently code 14% of the interview ses-
sions. Intraclass correlations (ICC) were calculated for each AU
and miscellaneous action units. ICC is the correlation of absolute
agreement between two measurements and a more conservative
measure of reliability (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). Overall agreement
for this subset of participants was .86. Intercoder agreement was
.78 for upper face action units, .83 for lower face action units, and
.97 for miscellaneous action units. Reliability was adequate be-
tween coders. Facial data were available for all 60 participants.

Emotion Word Count

Transcribed narratives from the idiographic interview task were
analyzed using the Linguistic Index and Word Count program

(LIWC; Pennebaker et al., 2007). LIWC searches individual text
files (or in the present study, files of each participants transcribed
interview narratives) and computes the percentage of words in a
transcribed interview that fit into particular categories. Each of the
LIWC categories are composed of words related to several dozen
categories independently evaluated and agreed upon by raters. The
LIWC program includes 80 categories; however, the present anal-
yses focused on the following categories: positive emotion (e.g.,
love, nice, sweet), negative emotion (e.g., hurt, ugly, nasty), anger
(e.g., hate, kill, annoyed), sadness (e.g., crying, grief, sad) and
death-related words (e.g., bury, coffin, kill). Audio recordings
were unintelligible for five participants, leaving complete narrative
data for 55 participants.

Results

Self-Reported Positive and Negative Affect

The mean scores for the positive (10 items) and negative (10
items) subscales of the PANAS were compared in a repeated
measures PANAS subscale (positive vs. negative) � topic content
(conflict vs. intimacy) � topic person (spouse vs. other attach-
ment) � group (CG, asymptomatic) ANOVA. There was a signif-
icant main effect for PANAS subscale (positive vs. negative), F(1,
53) � 70.27, p � .01, ��

2 � .570, with participants reporting more
positive than negative affect. There was also a main effect for topic
condition, F(1, 53) � 4.48, p � .05, ��

2 � .078, with participants
reporting greater overall affect in the intimacy condition compared
with the conflict condition. These effects were qualified by a
significant interaction between PANAS subscale and topic condi-
tion, F(1, 53) � 25.21, p � .01, ��

2 � .322. A simple effects test
revealed that participants reported experiencing significantly more
positive affect when discussing intimacy (M � 31.39, SE � 1.28),
p � .001, than when discussing conflict (M � 28.10, SE � 1.22)
and significantly greater negative affect in the conflict task (M �
18.17, SE � .865), p � .001, compared with when discussing
intimacy (M � 16.71, SE � .895). Finally, a three-way interaction
between topic content (conflict vs. intimacy), topic person (spouse
vs. other), and group (CG, asymptomatic), F(1, 53) � 5.47, p �
.05., ��

2 � .094 was revealed. Tests of simple effects indicated that
the CG group reported experiencing significantly more overall

Table 1
Magnitude Scores of Facial Expressions Displayed During
Interview Tasks

Facial
expressions:

Asymptomatic
N � 31

Complicated grief
N � 29

Conflict Intimacy Conflict Intimacy

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Sadness
Spouse .554 3.46 .160 3.34 �.510 2.03 �.235 2.52
Other .967 4.70 �.715 .000 �.545 .000 �.277 2.36

Anger
Spouse �.114 2.30 �.393 1.11 �.444 .451 .080 3.62
Other .609 4.34 .076 3.34 �.300 1.05 �.061 2.50

Happiness
Spouse .017 2.60 .439 3.26 �1.35 .797 �.857 1.32
Other .415 2.28 �.252 1.29 �.742 1.33 �.631 .930

Note. Italicized values represent standard deviation (SD) of magnitude
score of facial expressions of anger, happiness, and sadness expressed
across tasks by participants.

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations for Intensity of Self-Reported Affect Following Each
Interview Topic

Positive and negative affect
(PANAS)

Asymptomatic
N � 31

Complicated grief
N � 29

Conflict Intimacy Conflict Intimacy

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Spouse
Positive affect 28.35 9.10 31.03 10.86 27.59 9.81 31.81 10.40
Negative affect 19.21 8.10 16.71 6.73 16.25 5.08 16.88 7.10

Other
Positive affect 28.57 10.73 31.67 9.47 27.88 9.81 31.03 10.37
Negative affect 18.57 7.28 17.53 9.09 18.66 8.10 15.70 6.37

Note. Italicized values represent standard deviation (SD) of magnitude score of facial expressions of anger,
happiness, and sadness expressed across tasks by participants.
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affect in the conflict with other condition (M � 23.27, SE � 1.23),
p � .001, compared with when discussing conflict with spouse
(M � 21.92, SE � 1.07), and the asymptomatic group showed no
differences across context. Means, standard deviations, and effect
sizes, reported as partial eta squared (��

2), are listed in Table 2.

Facial Expressions of Emotion

Sadness. The same ANOVA as above was repeated using
magnitude scores for facial displays for sadness (AU6 	 AU15).
There were no significant main effects. However, there was a
significant topic (conflict vs. intimacy) by group interaction, F(1,
58) � 5.20, p � .05, ��

2 � .082. Tests of simple effects revealed
that the asymptomatic group expressed significantly greater (p �
.01) sadness in the conflict condition (M � .760, SE � .481)
compared with the CG group (M � �.528, SE � .498). This
difference suggests that the asymptomatic group is expressing
overall greater displays of sadness when discussing conflict com-
pared with the CG group. The CG group displayed relatively few
expressions of sadness across topic condition thus differences
within this group were not significant

Possible moderators of sad facial expression. We consid-
ered that one possible explanation for the greater overall facial
expressions of sadness within the asymptomatic group was due to
conflicted or maladjusted relationships with their spouse. To ex-
plore this possibility, we compared perceived adjustment in the
relationship with the spouse (DAS) across groups (CG, asymp-
tomatic bereaved). This analysis did not approach significance,
F(1, 58) � 1.10, p � .298. Another possible explanation we
considered was that patterns of sadness facial display were driven
by attachment style. Analysis of group differences in anxious and
avoidant attachment revealed no significant group difference in
attachment scores.

Happiness (Duchenne smiles). An ANOVA for the magni-
tude of Duchenne smiles (AU6 	 AU12) revealed a significant
main effect for group, F(1, 58) � 7.36, p � .01. The asymptomatic
group displayed greater overall facial expressions of happiness
than the CG group. There was also a significant interaction be-
tween topic content (conflict vs. intimacy) by person condition
(spouse vs. other), F(1, 58) � 3.79, p � .05, ��

2 � .061. Tests of
simple effects revealed significantly greater (p � .05) facial ex-
pressions of happiness when discussing a conflict experience with
a current living attachment (M � �.164, SE � .243) compared
with when discussing a conflict experience with the deceased
spouse (M � �.669, SE � .252). These results indicate that the
asymptomatic participants displayed greater overall expressions of
Duchenne smiles (genuine happiness) than the CG group across all
topics. In addition, significantly more facial expressions of happi-
ness were displayed when discussing a conflict with a current
living attachment.

Anger. An ANOVA for the magnitude of facial displays of
anger (AU4 	 AU5 	 AU7 	 AU23/24 revealed no significant
main effects.

Emotion Words

We conducted separate ANOVAs for the percentage of negative
emotion words, positive words, sadness words, anger words,
death-related words, and verbs indicative of past, present, and

future.1 For negative emotion words, a main effect emerged for
topic, F(1, 55) � 34.45, p � .01, ��

2 � .385 with greater overall
negative emotion words spoken in the conflict condition. A main
effect for group, F(1, 55) � 15.56, p � .01, ��

2 � .221 was
revealed. The CG group used greater overall negative emotion
words compared with the asymptomatic group. A marginally sig-
nificant two-way interaction between person condition (spouse vs.
other) and group emerged, F(1, 55) � 2.62, p � .10, ��

2 � .047.
Test of simple effects indicated that the CG group used signifi-
cantly greater (p � .01) negative emotion words when discussing
conflict (M � 2.75, SE � .164) compared with the asymptomatic
group (M � 2.05, SE � 1.61) and significantly greater (p � .01)
negative emotion words when discussing intimacy (M � 1.95,
SE � .170) than the asymptomatic group (M � 1.19, SE � .167).

For positive emotion words, a main effect for topic emerged,
F(1, 56) � 24.88, p � .01, ��

2 � .308 with greater overall positive
words spoken in the intimacy condition. This effect was qualified
by a significant two-way interaction between topic (conflict vs.
intimacy) and group, F(1, 56) � 4.55, p � .05, ��

2 � .075. Test of
simple effects indicated that the CG group used greater overall
positive words when discussing intimacy (M � .652, SE � .084)
than the asymptomatic groups. For sad words, a significant main
effect emerged for group, F(1, 55) � 10.98, p � .01, ��

2 � .166.
The CG group used greater overall sadness related words than the
asymptomatic group. For anger, a significant main effect emerged
for group, F(1, 55) � 19.36, p � .01, ��

2 � .260. The CG group
used greater overall anger emotion words than the asymptomatic
group. A main effect for topic also emerged, F(1, 55) � 56.78, p �
.01, ��

2 � .508 with greater overall anger words spoken in the
conflict condition. The anger main effect was qualified by a
marginally significant two-way interaction between group (asymp-
tomatic, CG) and topic (conflict vs. intimacy), F(1, 55) � 3.53,
p � .06, ��

2 � .060. Tests of simple effects revealed that the CG
group used greater overall anger words (M � 1.64, SE � .136) in
the conflict condition than the asymptomatic group (M � .926,
SE � .134). An ANOVA for the percentage of death-related words
revealed no significant main effects or interactions. Means and
standard deviations are reported in Table 3.

For past tense (e.g., need, miss, care, depend), a main effect
emerged for person F(1, 52) � 3.94, p � .05, with greater
percentage of past tense words used when discussing spouse. For

1 In the conflict with spouse condition, the CG group used a total of 52
positive emotion words, 91 negative emotion words, 204 anger words, 50
sad words, and 18 death-related words. The asymptomatic group used a
total of 59 positive emotion words, 61 negative emotion words, 127 anger
words, 41 sad words, and 17 death-related words. In the intimacy with
spouse condition, the CG group used a total of 368 positive emotion words,
184 negative emotion words, 36 anger words, 45 sad words, and 27
death-related words. The asymptomatic group used 404 positive emotion
words, 129 negative emotion words, 20 anger words, 29 sad words, and 19
death-related words. In the conflict with other condition, the CG group
used a total of 296 positive emotion words, 342 negative emotion words,
153 anger-related words, 56 sad words, and 17 death-related words. The
asymptomatic group used 321 positive emotion words, 323 negative emo-
tion words, 140 anger words, 48 sad words, and 34 death-related words. In
the intimacy with other condition, the CG group used 451 positive emotion
words, 214 negative emotion words, 52 anger words, 50 sad words, and 26
death-related words. The asymptomatic group used 371 positive emotion
words, 210 negative emotion words, 39 anger words, 28 sad words, and 35
death-related words.
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present tense words (e.g., may, might, would), a main effect for
topic emerged, F(1, 52) � 4.17, p � .05 with greater overall
present tense words used when discussing conflict compared with
intimacy. A main effect also emerged for person, F(1, 52) � 4.179,
p � .05, with participants using greater present tense words when
discussing current living attachment compared with spouse. A
two-way interaction was revealed for person by group. Tests of
simple effects indicated that the asymptomatic group used signif-
icantly more, F (1, 25) � 4.35 revision stated above. p � .05,
present tense verbs when discussing other attachment (M � 7.68,
SE � .436) compared with when discussing their spouse (M �
.589, SE � .395). The ANOVA for the use of future tense words
revealed no significant main effects or interactions. In each of
these analyses, the effect for participant group was nonsignificant.

Major Depression and Alternative Categorization
of CG

Using the DSM–IV TR diagnostic criteria for MDD, we created
three groups, CG comorbid MDD, CG without MDD, and asymp-
tomatic (neither CG or MDD). Only two participants met criteria
for MDD but not CG, and those participants were excluded from
further analyses. We then repeated the above analyses for the
within-subjects facial displays of sadness and between-subjects
variables of group status (CG comorbid with MDD, CG without
MDD, and asymptomatic. A marginally significant interaction
between topic (conflict vs. intimacy) and group emerged, F(1,
55) � 2.58, p � .08, ��

2 � .086. Tests of simple effects indicated
that the asymptomatic group displayed significantly greater (p �
.01) facial expressions of sadness when discussing conflict (M �
.809, SE � .500) compared with both the MDD group
(M � �.352, SE � .708) and the CG group (M � �.716, SE �
.760). The CG comorbid with MDD and CG alone groups did not
differ significantly. Together, these analyses indicate context ef-
fects related to CG regardless of comorbidity or absence of co-
morbidity with MDD.2

Additionally, we explored whether an alternative categorization
of CG based on Prigerson et al. (2009) might influence our

findings. This diagnosis requires separation distress (e.g., yearn-
ing) and at least five other CG symptoms. Because our data were
collected prior to announcement of proposed DSM-V criteria for
CG, we had only obtained structured interview data on six of the
nine CG items specified by Prigerson et al. (2009). Using these
data, however, we were able to create an alternate CG diagnostic
category requiring separation distress and at least four other CG
symptoms. The alternative CG diagnosis captured almost all (26 of
28) participants we had previously categorized as CG. When we
repeated the facial displays of sadness � topic content � topic
person � diagnostic group ANOVA using the alternative CG
category, we again observed a significant topic content (conflict,
intimacy) � group interaction, F(1, 56) � 3.88, p � .05, ��

2 �
.065. The asymptomatic group again expressed significantly more
sadness (M � .714, SE � .483) when discussing conflict with their
spouse compared to the alternate CG group (M � �.506, SE �
.536).

Discussion

In this study we sought to advance knowledge about the emo-
tional behavior of bereaved individuals with CG. We examined
context sensitive emotional responding across multiple response
channels: behavioral (facial expressions), experiential (self-

2 Additional analyses using the alternate CG categorization were re-
peated for the subscales of the PANAS, facial displays of happiness, anger,
and emotion word use. A marginally significant three way interaction
between PANAS subscale (positive, negative) � person (spouse, other) �
alternate group (CG comorbid with MDD, CG without MDD, and asymp-
tomatic) emerged, F(2, 50) � 2.62, p � .08, ��

2 � .09. Tests of simple
effects indicated that the CG without MDD reported experiencing signif-
icantly greater (p � .02) negative affect when discussing spouse (M �
.25.10, SE � 1.53) compared with both the CG co-morbid MDD group
(M � �.23.70, SE � 1.65) and the asymptomatic group (M � �23.70,
SE � 1.65). The CG comorbid with MDD and asymptomatic groups did
not differ significantly. The ANOVA for facial displays of Duchenne
smiles revealed a marginally significant interaction between topic (conflict,
intimacy) � alternate group, F(2, 55) � 2.78, p �.07, ��

2 � .09. Tests of
simple effects revealed that the asymptomatic group displayed significantly
greater Duchenne smiles (M � .891, SE � .530) during the conflict
condition compared with the CG comorbid with MDD group (M � �1.36,
SE � .557). The CG and CG comorbid with MDD groups did not differ
significantly. The analyses for facial displays of anger using the alternate
groups again revealed no significant main effects. For the percentage of
negative emotion words used, as in the original analyses, a main effect
emerged for topic, F(1, 52) � 28.80, p � .01, ��

2 � .356, with greater
overall negative emotion words used in the conflict condition. For positive
emotion words a marginally significant two-way interaction between topic
and group emerged, F(2,53) � 2.55, p � .08, ��

2 � .088. Tests of simple
effects indicated that the CG group used marginally significantly more p �
.08 (M � .315, SE � .054) positive emotion-related words than both the
asymptomatic (M � .285, SE � .040) and CG comorbid (M � .125, SE �
.058) in the conflict condition. For sad words, a significant main effect
emerged for group, F(2,52) � 8.73, p � .01, ��

2 � .252. The CG comorbid
with MDD group used significantly greater sadness-related words. For
anger words, a significant main effect for group emerged for percentage of
anger words used, F(2,52) � 1.98, p � .01, ��

2 � .29. This effect was
qualified by a marginally significant interaction between topic � alternate
group, F(2,52) � 2.58, p � .08, ��

2 �.09. Tests of simple effects revealed
that the CG comorbid with MDD group used greater overall percentage of
anger related words (M � 1.95, SE � .197) when discussing conflict
compared to the asymptomatic group (M � .956, SE � .134). The CG
comorbid and CG groups did not differ significantly. An ANOVA for the
percentage of death-related words again failed to yield any significant main
effects or interactions.

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations for Percentage of Semantic
Words Used During Interview Topics

Word categories

Asymptomatic
N � 31

Complicated grief
N � 29

Conflict Intimacy Conflict Intimacy

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Spouse
Sadness .035 .046 .016 .032 .050 .060 .047 .065
Positive emotion .034 .038 .053 .046 .020 .026 .065 .076
Anger .084 .057 .031 .065 1.68 1.31 .043 .053
Negative emotion 1.96 .092 1.15 1.11 2.93 1.61 2.10 1.21

Other
Sadness .032 .036 .025 .046 .050 .047 .040 .048
Positive emotion .028 .029 .050 .056 .024 .032 .065 .055
Anger 1.01 .086 .023 .039 1.60 1.08 .068 .080
Negative emotion 2.13 .099 1.23 1.17 2.58 1.20 1.79 1.61

Note. Italicized values represent standard deviation (SD) of magnitude
score of facial expressions of anger, happiness, and sadness expressed
across tasks by participants.
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reported affect), and verbal narrative data (emotion word count) in
a sample of bereaved adults who had lost a spouse 1.5 to 3 years
earlier, approximately half who were suffering from complicated
grief and half who were not symptomatic. To create contexts we
used an idiographic laboratory task where participants were in-
structed to speak about their relationships with their spouse and
with another attachment figure during a moment of conflict and a
moment of intimacy.

Our findings were generally compatible with previous research
on emotional processing in CG but also suggested a more nuanced
view than indicated in previous research. Replicating and extend-
ing previous research conducted earlier in bereavement, prior to
the onset of diagnosable CG (e.g., Coifman & Bonanno, 2010), we
found that bereaved participants with CG later in bereavement
showed relatively little emotion in their facial expressions and
almost no variability in expressiveness across contexts. By con-
trast, asymptomatic bereaved participants were more expressive
and more reactive to context. Consistent with our predictions,
however, the CG group nonetheless evidenced greater emotional
responding in their self-report and in their use of emotion words.
Moreover, in these effects the CG group also evidenced greater
sensitivity to context.

Although self-reported affect was generally sensitive to context
across participants, only the CG group evidenced unique context
effects in affect. Specifically, CG participants reported experienc-
ing greater anger when they spoke about conflict with a living
attachment figure and less when they spoke about conflict with
their deceased spouse. Similarly, although emotion word use gen-
erally varied by context across participants, the CG group was
again the only group to show unique context effects. The CG group
used more sadness-related words overall, and used more anger
words in the conflict with other condition, relative to the asymp-
tomatic bereaved group.

There were several surprising findings. For example, the CG
group used significantly more sadness related words overall com-
pared with other groups, and did not modulate their use of sad
words by context. This may have occurred in part because sadness
is such a pervasive aspect of CG and may be how people with CG
discuss all topics. We also explored the possibility that CG par-
ticipants might express greater anger in the specific context of
discussing a current attachment figure. In an early study, the
expression of anger in early bereavement predicted poorer health
and adjustment later in bereavement (Bonanno & Keltner, 1997).
Interestingly, although CG participants in our study did not show
context effects for facial expressions of anger, they did use sig-
nificantly greater anger related words in the conflict condition and
significantly more positive emotion words when discussing inti-
macy compared with the asymptomatic group.

Additional findings in the current study further support the link
between context sensitive responding and bereavement-related ad-
justment. As expected, asymptomatic individuals expressed signif-
icantly greater displays of sadness when discussing conflict. Also,
consistent with recent research and theory indicating that the
ability to display positive emotions in context of adverse circum-
stances helps regulate or undo negative affect (Keltner & Bonanno,
1997; Fredrickson, 2001), the asymptomatic bereaved displayed
significantly greater displays of happiness (Duchenne smiles) than
the CG group when discussing moments of conflict with their

spouse. Facial expressions of happiness within the CG group
across topics were relatively restricted.

This finding suggests, consistent with previous studies, (Bo-
nanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004), that for bereaved adults with
CG, there is an inability to gain comfort when recalling events
related to their deceased spouse. Thus, in the context of bereave-
ment and adjustment, individuals with CG continue to experience
intense yearning for the deceased and are seemingly unable to
display facial expressions of positive emotion when recalling
conflicted moments. These findings follow previous research as-
sociating long-term adjustment with the ability to shift emotional
responses in accordance with changing contextual demands (Coif-
man & Bonanno, 2010; Rottenberg, Gross, & Gotlib, 2005). Given
the relative lack of facial displays for positive and negative emo-
tion within the CG group, these findings are compelling and in
combination provide even stronger evidence for the idea that
complicated grief in later bereavement is characterized by a pro-
nounced dissociation between emotional responding across chan-
nels.

Why might this be the case? The expression of emotion in the
context of bereavement is particularly important for several nota-
ble reasons. First, we use facial expressions to infer what emotion
another person is feeling (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Ekman, 1993).
Facial expressions of sadness lead to the perception that the
expresser is in need of help and comfort, evoking empathy and
caregiving from others during a time of considerable distress
(Bonanno, 2009). Second, facial expressions of emotions facilitate
the formation and maintenance of social bonds (Keltner & Haidt,
1999). In CG the disjunction between the expression of emotion,
affective experience and verbal emotional descriptions may exac-
erbate social difficulties, including the perceived loss of support
and inability to maintain current relationships. Indeed, the absence
of observable displays of emotion in contexts where it is expected
may in fact elicit negative reactions from others, disrupting rela-
tionships (Butler et al., 2003; Hooley, Richters, Weintraub, &
Neale, 1987; Gottman & Levenson, 2002).

Another possible explanation is that intense and prolonged
expressions of negative emotions, such as anger and sadness, at
earlier points in bereavement (Bonanno & Keltner, 1997; Bonanno
et al., 1999) may have driven away important sources of emotional
support and lead to social withdrawal behavior. The persistent
expression of distress and negative emotion is taxing to a person’s
social support system. Seminal research by Coyne (1976) sug-
gested, for example, that although displays of distress and depres-
sion may temporarily elicit support from others, among individuals
experiencing major depressive episodes prolong and aversive ex-
pressions of distress and depression ultimately tend to cause others
in a depressed person’s milieu to avoid or reject them. For people
with CG, family and friends may have originally been highly
motivated to support the person’s recovery but ultimately became
frustrated and rejecting when negative displays of emotion per-
sisted (Lehman, Ellard, & Wortman, 1986; Coyne, Wortman,
Lehman, & Turnbull, 1985). Thus, the prolonged expression of
negative affect in CG may have led to social isolation and withered
support networks (Butler et al., 2003; Campbell-Sills, Barlow,
Brown & Hofmann, 2006; Coyne et al., 1985) and caused indi-
viduals with CG eventually to dampen their outward displays of
emotion.
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From the vantage point of regulatory flexibility (Bonanno &
Burton, 2013), the consequences of various forms of emotion
regulation will tend to vary across individuals and contexts (Aldao,
2013; Gross & Thompson, 2007). In this view, even avoidant
behaviors are adaptive in some contexts. For example, the seeming
avoidance of unpleasant emotion, as captured by affective-
autonomic response dissociation (AARD), had been shown to
predict better long-term adjustment during bereavement (Bonanno
et al., 1995; Coifman, Bonanno, Ray, & Gross, 2007). By the same
token, however, the perpetual reliance on any single regulatory
strategy across contexts suggests inflexible regulatory habits and
has been associated with poor health and pathology (Bonanno &
Burton, 2013; Bonanno et al., 2004; Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010).
The habitual use of expressive suppression, for example, has been
associated with poorer psychological adjustment and worse inter-
personal functioning (Gross & John, 2003). When considered in
this light, it is entirely plausible that the CG group chronically
engaged in the suppression of the outward expression of both
positive and negative emotion. Further, because the chronic sup-
pression negative emotions has been associated with reduced pos-
itive and enhanced negative affect (Gross & John, 2003), this may
result in a paradoxical persistence of the unwanted experiences of
sadness or anger in later bereavement.

On the other hand, it is possible that a more global aspect of
psychopathology is at work. Disassociations between the experi-
ence and expression of emotion appear to be an important trans-
diagnostic feature of psychopathology shared across various dis-
orders. In fact, most evidence garnered through studies of
schizophrenia have consistently demonstrated a dissociation be-
tween self-reported emotional experience and observable facial
displays of emotion (for a review see Kring, 2008; Kring & Moran,
2008). Other investigations have suggested similar disconnections
in depression (Sloan, Strauss, Quirk, & Sajatovic, 1997) and
posttraumatic stress disorder (Wagner, Roemer, Orsillo, & Litz,
2003). Together, these studies suggest the utility of implementing
a transdiagnostic approach in identifying and treating common
mechanisms, such as disturbances in affect and emotion regulation
that cut across a broad range of disorders (Kring, 2008).

Limitations

The current study boasted several strengths. Most notable was
the assessment of multiple channels of emotional responding in a
sample of conjugally bereaved adults, with and without diagnos-
able pathology. An additional strength, also considered below as a
possible limitation, was that we allowed participants to describe
their personal experiences (e.g., relationships with spouse and
other), rather than attempting to elicit emotional reactions using
more standardized stimuli. We employed a method (recounting of
the individual’s experience of a salient event) that evokes complex
emotional states and enhances external validity (Capps & Bo-
nanno, 2000; Gruber & Kring, 2008).

Despite these strengths, a number of limitations should be taken
into consideration when interpreting our findings. First, the data
from the current study is cross-sectional. It would have been
informative, for example, to compare emotional response compo-
nents across multiple channels at points both early and late in
bereavement. Another potential limitation as we noted above was
the idiographic interview task used to elicit emotional responses.

This method, although allowing for spontaneous discourse and
authentic emotion responses, affords considerably less experimen-
tal control over the content of the individual’s response. For
example, a possible alternative explanation to our findings may be
that asymptomatic participants are not more emotionally expres-
sive but merely recalled more emotionally evocative events related
to the loss (e.g., conflict experiences with the deceased spouse or
others related to the deceased’s illness or death). We conducted
exploratory analyses to examine possible temporal differences as a
function of verb tense, which might get at this issue. However,
none of the group effects were significant in these analyses.
Further, the increased emotion in nonexpressed channels observed
for CG participants suggests that they in fact recalled emotional
experiences at least as emotional evocative as other participants.

Third, in a related vein, the concept of display rules (i.e., norms
about who shows which emotion to whom and when; Ekman &
Friesen, 1975), suggests the presence of an interviewer may have
caused some participants to inhibit facial displays of emotion
(Ekman, Friesen, & Ellsworth, 1972; Lee & Wagner, 2002; Jakobs
et al., 2001). Similarly, researchers have argued that expressions of
negative emotions (i.e., sadness) in nonintimate settings may elicit
negative reactions (Hoover-Dempsey, Plas, & Walston, 1986).
Therefore, it could be reasonably argued that a laboratory setting
is nonintimate and that participants inhibited their facial expres-
sions of emotion based on both the setting and presence of the
interviewer. Clearly, these issues can only be fully addressed by
replicating these findings using a more standardized approach, and
we are currently pursuing this approach in our lab.

Forth, there was high comorbidity of CG with MDD. We
attempted to control for this problem by examining differences
between those individuals with CG who also met diagnostic cri-
teria for MDD and those who did not. No differences were ob-
served, suggesting that it was CG rather than depression that drove
our findings. However, we were not able to fully examine this
issue because we did not have a group of bereaved individuals with
MDD but not CG or a nonbereaved comparison group. Moreover,
the cell sizes were quite small when we made these additional
categorizations and may have compromised power to detect mean-
ingful effects. It will be important to examine this issue further in
future research.

Clinical Implications

Within the context of the above limitations, the findings of the
current study suggest several implications for the assessment and
intervention of complicated grief. During bereavement, sad ex-
pressions cue others in the bereaved survivor’s support network of
their need for assistance and succor (Bonanno, 2009). Sadness, for
example, has been linked to the elicitation of sympathy and caring
behavior from others (Decety & Chaminade, 2003; Eisenberg et
al., 1989). Conversely, the failure of individuals suffering from CG
to display facial expressions of emotion may undermine the ability
of others to respond sympathetically, or may even evoke contrary
conflicted feelings in others (Decety & Chaminade, 2002).

Seminal work in the depression and schizophrenia literature
provide intriguing evidence that within these disorders, lack of
overt facial expressions of emotion may be construed by others as
indicative that the expresser is disengaged which ultimately affects
social interaction (Kring & Moran, 2008; Rottenberg & Vaughan,
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2008). Recent research demonstrates that individuals with CG are
less able to intentionally enhance or suppress their emotional
expressions in response to evocative pictures (Gupta & Bonanno,
2011) and are unable to respond to the sad expressions of others,
showing an attention bias away from sad faces when reminded of
their deceased spouse (Bullock & Bonanno, 2013). This evidence,
when coupled with our findings, suggests that for individuals
suffering from CG, the ability to express emotion in the face
become dysregulated. In other words, evidence from the present
investigation further supports the idea that the experience of com-
plicated grief disrupts normal patterns of emotional processing
(Bonanno, 2009; Bonanno et al., 2008).

Considering the growing body of literature demonstrating the
link between context sensitive responding and adaptation, our
findings suggest that clinical interventions for individuals suffer-
ing from CG might focus on emotion regulation techniques to help
bereaved individuals who continue to suffer from considerable
distress following the loss maintain healthy interpersonal relation-
ships and manage the long term stressors associated with the loss.

In conclusion, research on emotion context sensitivity and com-
plicated grief is nascent. It is our hope that future research will aim
to replicate and extend these findings by segueing into more
nuanced investigations such as one we are currently exploring in
which we are implementing experimental designs involving other
physiological measures (e.g., EEG, EMG) and measures of indi-
vidual differences to examine whether deficits across multiple
components of emotion are evident earlier in bereavement.
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